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Introduction
Local governments employ nearly all police officers
and firefighters and, thus, are mainly responsible for
their personnel costs. Pension and retiree health benefits (retirement benefits) for these public safety employees are designed to meet the challenges of a career in a physically demanding occupation, including
lower-than-average retirement ages and an increased
likelihood of workplace disability. But, news stories
often present examples of public safety employees
retiring with large pensions at relatively young ages
alongside statistics of local government fiscal strains.1
The prevalence of these stories suggests the need for
a careful examination of the retirement benefits that
public safety retirees receive and the fiscal stress these
commitments put upon local governments.

This brief proceeds as follows. The first section
documents that both pension and retiree health
benefits for public safety workers are more costly
than for other government workers, mainly because
public safety workers retire earlier. The second section
reports that, perhaps surprisingly, these public safety
retirement benefits make up only a small share of total
local government spending. The third section summarizes evidence suggesting that public safety employees could work longer, which may have implications
for the design of their retirement benefits. The final
section concludes that some local governments may
decide to align public safety retirement benefits with
employees’ ability to work at later ages, but benefit
reforms would have limited impact on government expenditures – particularly given that any cut to benefits
might need to involve an increase in wages to ensure
the recruitment and retention of quality workers.
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Comparing Retirement Benefits
Among Local Government Workers
Local governments typically provide two major types
of retirement benefits: defined benefit pensions and
retiree health insurance. The following shows that
the average costs of these benefits for public safety
employees are much higher than those of other local
government employees.2

Pensions
Pension benefits for public safety workers are expensive relative to those for other government employees. The key metric here is the “normal cost,” which
reflects the average expected cost of pension benefits
earned by employees each year, as a percentage of
employee payroll. The average normal cost for public
safety pension benefits is nearly double that of all
other government employees (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Pension Plan Normal Costs as a
Percentage of Payroll, by Cost Component and
Employee Group, 2016
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Note: Not all plans report normal costs by employee group.3
Source: Authors’ calculations based on various pension
actuarial valuations.

government employees (see Figure 2). Importantly,
the higher replacement rate could be compensating
for the fact that public safety employees are less likely
to be covered by Social Security and, therefore, must
rely more heavily on the state or local government
pension for income in retirement.4

Figure 2. Average Replacement Rates after
20-Year Tenure in Government, by Employee
Group, 2016
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The remaining difference in the normal cost is
due to the length of time over which public safety
workers receive their annual pension benefits relative
to other government employee groups. Public safety
employees are eligible for their benefits at younger
ages than other groups (see Table 1), even though the
average expected lifespans at retirement are similar.5

Table 1. Average Earliest Normal Retirement Age
for New Hires, by Employee Group, 2016
Earliest Normal Retirement Age
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Although their costs are nearly double, annual retirement benefits for public safety employees are not
twice as generous. A review of 2016 plan documents
suggests that the replacement rate – the annual retirement benefit as a percentage of the pre-retirement
salary – for newly hired public safety employees is
about 25 percent greater than for teachers and other

Police and fire

Source: Authors’ calculations based on various pension
actuarial valuations.
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Retiree Health Care
In addition to pension benefits, most local governments provide employees with government health
insurance after they retire. Figure 3 shows that
– similar to pensions – the average normal cost of
these benefits for public safety retirees is substantially
higher than that of other government employees.6

Figure 3. Retiree Health Plan Normal Costs as a
Percentage of Payroll, by Employee Group, 2016
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school districts – is smaller than one might expect for
three reasons. First, compensation costs (i.e., wages,
health insurance, and contributions for governmentsponsored retirement benefits and Social Security)
account for only 55 percent of total local government
expenditures (see first pie chart in Figure 4).9 The
other 45 percent goes towards purchasing everyday
goods (such as concrete and stoplights for roads) and
services (such as mechanics for fixing snowplows).10
Second, public safety workers account for only 17
percent of total local government compensation costs
(see second pie chart in Figure 4).11 Teachers and the
various other divisions (e.g., health, utilities, justice,
penal, transit, and social services) make up the remaining 83 percent.

Figure 4. Breakdown of Total Local Government
Expenditures and Compensation Costs, 2016
Other
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Note: Most local governments do not report normal costs
for retiree health by employee group.8
Source: Authors’ calculations based on a small sample of
various OPEB actuarial valuations.

While some of this difference may be due to differences in the cost of insurance provided or the generosity of the premium subsidy, earlier retirement ages
also play a role by creating longer periods of coverage
under the government’s health insurance before the
retiree begins Medicare.7
Overall, taking into account both pensions and
retiree health programs, retirement benefits for public safety employees are significantly more expensive
than those for other government employees.

The Fiscal Burden of Public Safety
Retirement Benefits
Although public safety retirement benefits are expensive, the overall impact of these costs on local finances
– the combined expenditures of cities, counties, and
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Source: Authors’ calculations based on U.S. Census Bureau,
Census of Governments (2016).

Finally, retirement contributions are only a fraction of government compensation costs, as wages
account for the lion’s share. Assuming governments
pay the full actuarially determined contribution rate
for their pension plans and the pay-as-you-go amount
for retiree health, government retirement contributions account for about 25 percent of total compensation. Therefore, as a share of aggregate local
government spending, contributions for public safety
retirement benefits are very small – just 2 percent.12
The simple calculation is 55 percent (compensation
share of total budget) x 17 percent (public safety share
of total compensation) x 25 percent (public safety
retirement share of public safety compensation) = 2
percent (see Figure 5 on the next page).
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Figure 5. Local Government Contributions for
Public Safety Retirement Benefits as Share of
Total Local Government Expenditures, 2016
Public safety retirement benefits,
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Sources: Authors’ calculations based on Census of Governments (2016); and various pension actuarial valuations.

Even if one focuses on the jurisdictions in which
public safety costs are most significant – the city and
county levels – the burden is still small. Specifically,
public safety retirement costs average only 4.9 percent
of aggregate spending for cities and just 1.9 percent
for counties.13
Given that public safety retirement benefits are
generally a small expenditure item, plan design considerations – rather than cost concerns – may end up
driving any reforms. The question is whether later
retirement ages are reasonable due to changes in job
conditions or employees’ health and ability to work
longer.

Can Public Safety Employees Work
Longer?
The main rationale for earlier normal retirement
ages is that police and firefighters are unable to work
longer in their physically demanding jobs. But some
evidence suggests that such a rationale may be increasingly outdated. For example, a number of local
governments hoping to retain experienced employees have used a Deferred Retirement Option Plan
(DROP), which allow employees to claim pensions
while continuing to work.14

A 2017 CRR analysis of Philadelphia’s DROP
found that over 90 percent of employees enrolled in
the program, with public safety employees working
about five years longer than they otherwise would
have (compared with just two years longer for other
employees).15 The high participation rate and additional work years suggest that public safety employees
are able to stay on the job until later ages.16 Another
sign that government employees with physically
demanding jobs can work longer is the U.S. Army’s
decision to raise its maximum enlistment age from 34
to 39 and its mandatory retirement age for active duty
soldiers from 55 to 62.17
The ability to work longer is likely tied to better job
conditions, such as the use of technology to ease the
physical burdens of public safety jobs, and improvements in employees’ health and fitness. As a result,
some local governments may decide to change their
pension and retiree health benefits to reflect improvements in the workability of older public safety
workers. Any shift in the retirement age, however,
would reduce total employee compensation, which
could negatively affect the recruitment and retention
of public safety workers at a time when hiring them
is already becoming increasingly difficult.18 As such,
any shift in the retirement age might need to involve
an increase in wages to maintain total compensation
for public safety workers.

Conclusion
Public safety pension and retiree health benefits are
substantially more expensive than those for other
local government employees due largely to earlier
retirement ages. From a plan design standpoint,
governments may choose to pursue reforms to ensure
that retirement benefits align with employees’ workability at later ages. But any reforms would have limited impact on government finances because public
safety retirement costs represent only 2 percent of
total local government expenditures.
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Endnotes
1 See, for example, Dolan (2018), Hunn (2012), and
Williams Walsh and Schoenfeld (2010).
2 The overview of pension benefits is based on a
sample from the Public Plans Database (PPD) plus
a supplemental sample of police and fire plans that
– combined with the PPD – include all state-run
municipal public safety plans and the largest locally
run public safety plan in each state. The supplemented PPD sample covers about 95 percent of local
government employees. Most of the remaining 5
percent are covered by locally administered plans in
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Florida, where a
significant share of the local governments run their
own pension plans. For retiree health insurance, the
analysis relies on data reported for a sample of 70
major cities constructed to include at least one large
city from each state.
3 In total, we obtained 32 instances of normal cost
for police and fire, 16 for teachers, and 30 for other
employees. The average normal costs for teachers
and other employees were both approximately 12 percent, with a similar breakdown for the components:
administration, death, disability, termination, and
retirement.

9 McNichol (2012).
10 In aggregate, debt service represents less than 5
percent of local government spending.
11 Payrolls and employee counts for each employee
group are obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Government Employment & Payroll data. Employee
groups in each local government are assigned to a
pension plan in the: 1) PPD; 2) CRR police and fire
plan supplement; or 3) Census’s Survey of of Public
Pensions: State & Local data. Pension contributions are
estimated by multiplying payrolls for each employee
group by the contribution rate of the assigned plan.
Social Security contributions equal 6 percent of
payrolls – unless the employee group is known to be
out of Social Security (based on pension plan details).
Government contributions towards employee health
insurance are based on the average per-employee
health cost paid by state and local government
employers reported in the Medical Expenditure Panel
Survey (adjusted for localities in each state based on
state-level differences in private employer health
costs). Government contributions towards retiree
health insurance are based on the average for 70 large
cities in 2016 and scaled to each government based on
total city employment.

4 See Munnell, Quinby, and Aubry (2018).
5 Based on the mortality assumptions reported in
plan actuarial reports in 2015, average life expectancy
at age 60 for police and firefighters was 24 years for
men and 26 years for women. For non-police and
fire, the comparable figures were 25 years for men
and 27 years for women. See Munnell (2014).
6 Pension and retiree health plans use very different
assumptions to estimate the cost of benefits. Using
similar assumptions, the normal costs for retiree
health benefits would be only one-seventh that of
pensions.
7 When a retiree goes on Medicare, the employer’s
retiree health plan becomes the secondary payer.
8 Of the 70 major cities that were reviewed, nine reported health insurance costs only for public safety retirees and six reported retiree health costs that clearly
excluded public safety retirees.

12 The CRR’s measure of government spending
begins with spending on current operations (i.e.,
excluding capital outlays) and debt service payments
reported in the U.S. Census Bureau’s Government Finance data. The Census data captures current operations and debt service across all government funds –
not just the general fund. To produce CRR’s measure
of government spending, estimates of government
health insurance costs (for active employees and retirees) and government contributions to pension plans
that it self-administers are added to the initial Census
spending numbers.
13 City costs range from an average of 0.3 percent for
the lowest decile to 10.6 percent for the highest decile,
while county costs range from an average of 0.1 to 5.0
percent.
14 Specifically, while the employee continues to
work, benefit payments are deposited into a notional
account that earns interest.
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(2017).
16 Unfortunately, the DROP did not reduce Philadelphia’s pension costs because DROP enrollees who
worked longer also claimed their pension benefits
a bit earlier. For example, a public safety employee
planning to retire and receive benefits at age 57
instead enrolled in the DROP at age 56 and retired at
age 62. Ultimately, employees must delay receiving
benefits to reduce pension costs.
17 Powers (2018).
18 See Center for State and Local Government Excellence (2019) and Police Executive Research Forum
(2019).
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